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ABSTRACT
Resource flexing is the notion of allocating resources on-demand as workload changes. This is a key advantage of Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) over their non-virtualized counterparts. However, it is difficult to balance the timeliness and resource efficiency when making resource flexing decisions due to unpredictable workloads and complex VNF processing logic.

In this work, we propose an Elastic resource flexing system for Network functions Virtualization (ENVI) that leverages a combination of VNF-level features and infrastructure-level features to construct a neural-network-based scaling decision engine for generating timely scaling decisions. To adapt to dynamic workloads, we design a window-based rewinding mechanism to update the neural network with emerging workload patterns and make accurate decisions in real time. Our experimental results for real VNFs (IDS Suricata and caching proxy Squid) using workloads generated based on real-world traces, show that ENVI provisions significantly fewer (up to 26%) resources without violating service level objectives, compared to commonly used rule-based scaling policies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network dynamics; Network manageability;


1 INTRODUCTION
Virtualization and automated resource orchestration, usually referred to as cloudification, have transformed IT operations and management. Virtualization allows applications and services to be deployed on commodity hardware in public or private data centers to reduce capital expenses (CapEx). Telecommunication providers are now leveraging virtualization technologies to move network services (e.g., intrusion detection systems (IDSes), caching proxies and Evolve Packet Core (EPC)) from proprietary hardware to virtualized implementations on commodity devices. This adoption, called Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), increases agility, scalability, and elasticity of their IT infrastructure.

The savings in operational expenses (OpEx) can only be attained and realized if the virtualized infrastructure is Resource Proportional. Resource Proportionality can be defined as allocation and consumption of compute, memory, networking and storage resources proportionally to the workload incident on the infrastructure. Most of the cloud computing workload is unimodal in terms of resource bottlenecks, e.g., CPU, memory or network. In contrast, NFV workloads are more complex and network functions can be bottlenecked at different or multiple resources. For example, caching proxies (e.g., Squid) can be bottlenecked on both CPU and memory; IDSes (e.g., Snort and Suricata) are primarily CPU-bottlenecked and may depend on incoming bit rates; L3 routing/firewall processing costs are typically proportional to packet rates.

While NFV orchestrators can elastically scale a deployment to adjust the system capacity and meet the requirements of varying workloads, there is a need for more sophisticated resource management. An important part of resource management is making decisions about when to scale/adjust resource allocation. Accuracy and timeliness of scaling decisions allow balancing the tradeoffs associated with resource
allocation. Making scaling decisions long before actual over-
load causes under-utilization of resources allocated to a VNF
(and hence higher operational expenses). Conversely, scaling
decisions after the fact can incur penalties associated with
violations of service level objectives (SLOs) and even ser-
vice disruption. Designing an elastic resource management
system for NFV can be very challenging due to (1) the lack
of detailed performance specifications of VNFs for different
configurations and workloads; (2) distinct processing logic
of various VNFs; (3) the variable composition and volume
dynamics of workload traffic; and (4) the cascading effects of
scaling VNFs along a service function chain. We elaborate
on these challenges in §2.

Most cloud platforms provide static rules-based policy
interfaces (e.g., OpenStack Heat [30], Amazon EC2 AutoScal-
ing [1], and Google Cloud AutoScaler [13]) for users to de-
fine scaling strategies for their applications and services.
These rules are specified in terms of basic resource utiliza-
tion information (e.g., CPU, memory and network) gathered
by monitoring of the underlying infrastructure. Some re-
searchers model VNF placement and resource allocation as
an optimization problem that minimizes cost or maximizes
system capacity. Although these solutions are successful
in certain scenarios with single resource bottlenecks, most
fail to account for the complex resource consumption be-
avior of today’s services and VNF classes. As is evident
from Figures 1(a) and 1(b), a static rule such as scale when
CPU utilization ≥ 70% is insufficient for different HTTP
workload types.

We observe that service developers and users rely on criti-
cal internal runtime state information to manage the stability
of their operational systems. Such critical internal informa-
tion is recorded in system/application logs and has become a
common source for debugging and monitoring running pro-
grams. Such log data can be found (actively or passively) for
most VNFs. For instance, both the Snort and Suricata IDSes
report packet classification, throughput, and rule matching
statistics in their logs. We collect and mine this log data, along
with infrastructure resource utilization information (referred
to as VNF-level features and infrastructure-level features,
respectively) to understand the running status. We argue that
combining these VNF-level features and infrastructure-level
features (as composite feature sets) can enhance our under-
standing of VNF run-time dynamics, and hence increase the
accuracy of elastic scaling.

In this paper, we propose an Elastic resource flexing sys-
tem for Network functions Virtualization (ENVI) to make
scaling decisions based on an evolving neural network by
periodically collecting data on VNF and infrastructure re-
sources. ENVI uses these VNF-specific and infrastructure
utilization information as input features to train a multi-
layer neural network during offline performance tests (offline
stage). After deployment (online stage), ENVI continues to
collect the same information and uses the previously trained
neural networks as initial classifiers to make scaling deci-
sions. Retraining is activated when false positive or false
negative decisions are observed, in order to adapt neural
networks to new patterns in workload traffic. Our earlier
work [10] briefly explored the offline stage, whereas this
paper introduces the online stage with new algorithms and
experiments.

Due to the complexity of VNF processing logic and work-
load dynamics, it is infeasible to formulate precise math-
ematical models for VNFs even with a composite feature set.
Therefore, we take an alternative approach. We model the
decision making process as a binary classification
problem by capturing sophisticated relationships between
VNF runtime status and system scaling using a neural net-
work for each VNF. To make scaling decisions prior to actual
VNF overload, the decision boundary generated by neural
network classifiers should be ahead of the actual VNF capac-
ity. However, VNF capacity is affected by a number of factors,
such as composition of workload traffic, type and amount of
virtualized resources provisioned, and VNF processing logic.
We achieve this by enforcing a safety margin or “buffer zone”
between decision boundaries and actual system capacities
during the sample labeling process.

During the online stage, ENVI starts making scaling de-
cisions using the initial neural networks. However, as with
many machine learning algorithms, new input patterns arise
when workload varies, leading to incorrect decisions. We
need to continue updating the initial neural networks to
keep up with dynamic workload traffic. Additionally, ENVI
aims to avoid VNF overload by taking timely scaling actions,
which may lead to a significantly smaller number of 0s (“not
scale”) than 1s (“scale”) decisions produced by neural net-
works. This imbalanced number of the two classes creates a
biased data set for training neural network during the online
stage. To address these problems, we developed a window-
based sample selection mechanism along with a rewinding
mechanism to relabel and select balanced numbers of sam-
ple of the two classes to train the current neural network
whenever false decisions are observed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. §2
discusses the challenges in resource flexing and motivates
the need of a more sophisticated approach. §3 describes the
ENVI design and the tradeoffs involved. §4 discusses our
experimental results and §6 summarizes related work. We
conclude the paper in §7.

2 CHALLENGES

Resource flexing is complicated by the dynamic and com-
posite nature of workload, and the resource consumption
behavior of different VNFs or applications. We discuss these challenges in this section, and explain why they render static or threshold-based resource flexing ineffective.

### 2.1 Workload Dynamics

Table 1 shows samples of Internet traffic protocol composition based on traces collected by CAIDA in Chicago from January 2016 to April 2016 [7]. Workload composition includes factors such as the mix of protocols used, packet size distribution, and application-level content. Although long-term traffic volume patterns (e.g., diurnal and weekly patterns) can be observed on certain links [5, 8, 43], both volume and composition are not sufficiently predictable to make scaling decisions at minute or even second time scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>01/21/16</th>
<th>02/18/16</th>
<th>03/17/16</th>
<th>04/06/16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>52.07%</td>
<td>59.15%</td>
<td>49.91%</td>
<td>40.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>32.55%</td>
<td>28.60%</td>
<td>35.12%</td>
<td>38.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other UDP</td>
<td>7.60%</td>
<td>5.24%</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
<td>5.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other TCP</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>3.66%</td>
<td>5.15%</td>
<td>11.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICHAT</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>0.36%</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTMP</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
<td>2.53%</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
<td>2.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2 VNF Diversity and Complexity

A variety of VNFs is being used, including NAT devices, firewalls, IDS/IPS systems, load balancers, WAN Optimizers, traffic shapers, proxies, and VPNs. Each of these consumes resources in very different ways. Resource consumption is influenced by a number of factors, including the amount of state maintained, the type of processing done, and the structure of the code (e.g., single-threaded or multi-threaded). For example, some VNFs may terminate or originate TCP connections, and some do not. Some VNFs take actions per TCP connection, per individual packet, or per source IP address. Some VNFs inspect and/or modify packet headers only, while some inspect payloads.

Each VNF or application exhibits very different resource consumption patterns, based on both the workload and configuration. The workload and configuration impact the program paths taken, and hence the resource consumption. To study this impact, we conducted several experiments to investigate how resource consumption of the Snort IDS changes when the traffic is primarily UDP, versus HTTP, versus other TCP. We found that Snort resource consumption with UDP traffic scales per-packet (with each rule needing to be evaluated on each packet). Certain specific IDS rules interact badly with Snort design choices, causing unusually poor performance. In contrast, we found that resource consumption scales per TCP connection, not per TCP packet. In the case of HTTP, certain IDS rules only need to be evaluated once per-connection, but other rules are matched with the stream content, impacting resource consumption patterns.

We also conducted experiments with the Squid web proxy to quantify the relationship between its throughput (measured in completed HTTP requests per second) and CPU utilization under different workloads (different HTTP response sizes in our case). Fig. 1 illustrates the results of two types of workloads. The figure shows that a single resource usage indicator such as CPU utilization does not correspond to the same throughput under the two workloads. We conclude that taking resource flexing decisions based on a simple threshold on resource usage (such as CPU utilization) is insufficient.

![HTTP workload with 30 KB response size](image1)

![HTTP workload with 100 KB response size](image2)

Figure 1: Different capacities and CPU utilization of Squid with two types of workloads.

### 3 ENVI DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of ENVI. ENVI includes two decoupled components: VNF monitor and scaling decision engine. As shown in Fig. 2, ENVI can be plugged into existing NFV management frameworks (e.g., [6, 19, 32, 33]) and works with a control plane orchestrator/controller to enforce scaling decisions. ENVI has two operational stages: an offline stage to train an initial neural network from experimental data sets, and an online
stage to make scaling decisions and maintain the neural network up-to-date.

3.1 Data Collection

ENVI utilizes both infrastructure-level and VNF-level features to understand runtime performance. Prior work (e.g., [11, 45]) has reported improved performance when leveraging application information in scheduling. Although such information may not always be available due to privacy concerns in cloud computing scenarios, in the case NFV, administrators usually have access to both application (VNF) and infrastructure resources, since VNFs are often managed by service providers. VNF developers decide what information to expose. We have found that VNF system logs are universally-available sources of application information.

A VNF monitor is installed on each VNF instance and contains two agents: an infrastructure monitoring agent and a VNF monitoring agent. The same infrastructure monitoring agent is shared across all VNFs, whereas a VNF monitoring agent is developed for each deployed VNF. The VNF monitoring agents are standalone programs that monitor VNF system logs and extract critical information (mostly counters) in a key-value format. For instance, the Suricata monitoring agent periodically checks the event log file located at /var/log/suricata/ev.e.json and converts it to data entries we use. The infrastructure monitoring agent collects 16 features related to CPU, memory, IO, networking and system usage. The two monitoring agents collect information for every time interval $T$ ($T = 10$ seconds by default) as a monitoring data point.

3.2 Data Engineering

A scaling decision engine module pulls information consisting of VNF-level and infrastructure-level features from the VNF monitor every time window $W = nT$ ($n$ is set to 10 by default) to avoid unnecessary scaling decisions caused by transient bursts in workload traffic. The module then aggregates the $n$ monitoring data points in the same $W$. It computes statistical measures (e.g., max, min, mean, median and variance) for each feature as extended features to capture temporal dynamics of $W$, and uses these values as one input sample for classifiers.

Some machine learning algorithms, especially those using gradient descent or similar algorithms, favor input values of similar range, since steepest descent is very sensitive to feature scaling. Based on our observations, value ranges of VNF-level features usually vary drastically leading to poor performance of neural networks if we do not scale input values. Thus, we create and fit standardization (Z-score normalization) scalers for all features during the offline stage to transform values of samples with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 before feeding them into the classifier. These feature scalers are continuously updated during the online stage as more samples are collected. More details are given in §5.

3.3 Training Neural Networks

With the preprocessed samples, ENVI employs a fully connected supervised neural network (using the scikit-learn library) as the classifier for scaling decisions. We empirically evaluate the key parameters of the neural network provided by scikit-learn including the neural network size (up to 6 hidden layers and 300 nodes per layer), activation function (e.g., logistic, tanh and ReLU), learning rate ($1e−4$ to $1e−1$) and L2 penalty ($1e−7$ to $1e−1$). We select the best set of values for Suricata and Squid in our evaluation (a neural network with four layers: an input layer, two hidden layers (with 150 and 50 nodes) and an output layer, tanh activation function, $1e−2$ learning rate, and $1e−5$ L2 penalty). The neural network tuning process is part of the offline training stage and we may need to retune some parameters for different VNFs. We discuss other neural network architectures in §5.

As discussed above, making timely scaling decisions ahead of VNF overload while avoiding significant resource over-provisioning is the major challenge. ENVI addresses this problem by carefully labeling samples ahead of system capacities to guide neural networks to make timely scaling decisions. While the same data collection and data engineering mechanisms are used in the offline and online stages, neural network training differs among the two stages.

3.3.1 Offline training. Offline training creates the initial neural networks. This process can be easily incorporated into VNF software testing before deployment. In our case, we conduct a series of experiments for each VNF using a software stress testing framework (e.g., [9]) with several synthetic workloads. We design the experiments with increasing workloads until we reach the capacity with homogeneous
workloads, then we continue to run experiments with randomly selected workload rates around the capacity value. Examples are given in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3: Samples of offline experiments conducted for Squid using different response sizes: 10 KB, 40 KB, 70 KB, and 100 KB.](image)

To create a “buffer zone” between scaling decisions and actual VNF overload, we pick one feature as the key performance indicator (KPI) to estimate VNF capacity. We use a configurable threshold \( \alpha \) (e.g., 80%) to control the size of the buffer zone while labeling the collected samples. The choice of KPI is based on the functionality of the tested VNF. For instance, we choose \( \text{requests/sec} \) for Squid and \( \text{packets/sec} \) for Suricata. Then, we label a sample \( i \) based on equation 1, where \( KPI_i \) is the value of the KPI feature in sample \( i \) and \( KPI_{cap} \) is the observed capacity value.

\[
\text{label}_i = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } KPI_i \geq \alpha \cdot KPI_{cap}, \\
1 & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

Labeled samples follow the data engineering steps discussed in §3.2, and are used to train initial neural networks in batch mode. This labeling process is designed to guide neural networks to form a decision boundary away from the VNF capacity (VNF overload in operation) and reinforce it through training samples.

Collecting training samples is the key to build the initial neural networks. Users may select software testing tools and workload generation methodologies accordingly, but there are a few guidelines to collect effective offline training samples:

- A VNF may have several candidate KPIs that can be used to estimate VNF capacity. We recommend selecting the most representative and separable feature to improve the performance of neural networks using domain knowledge. For instance, \( \text{requests/sec} \) and \( \text{service time} \) are equally important to Squid, but we choose \( \text{requests/sec} \) as the KPI because it is more separable in our experiments.
- To construct an accurate classifier, it is best to have a balanced number of samples of each class. Offline experiments should be carefully designed to generate equal numbers of samples of the two classes, while covering a large range of values around VNF capacity.
- Although VNF capacity is a function of several factors, our observations are that it is possible to find VNF capacities with workloads of fixed types (e.g., workload composition does not change over time) in a strictly controlled lab environment. In our offline experiments, we fix all environmental variables (e.g., hardware specifications, instance sizes) and generate homogeneous workloads to compute VNF capacities and label training samples.
- Our experiments on servers with different configurations show that VNFs may have different capacities with the same type of workload if the bare metal performance of servers are significantly different. To address this problem, we classify physical servers into different categories each of which share similar bare metal performance, and train initial classifiers for each server category.

### 3.3.2 Online updating
During the online stage, ENVI continues to collect composite feature information. Initially, ENVI starts making scaling decisions based on the initial neural networks. However, as with many machine learning algorithms, the neural networks may fail with unseen input values if the workload changes over time. For instance, if we train initial neural networks for Suricata with homogeneous UDP traffic, they may fail when processing hybrid UDP and HTTP traffic. The situation improves if we increase the workload coverage during offline training. However, it is infeasible to exhaustively train neural networks with all possible workload types for all VNFs. Therefore, instantly updating initial neural networks with new workload types/patterns during the online stage becomes a necessary step.

There are two major questions to address when updating neural networks during the online stage:

1. How to maintain consistent buffer zones between decision boundaries of neural networks and VNF capacities during online stage? For the initial classifiers, the zone is introduced by labeling samples based on the parameter \( \alpha \) and VNF capacities with homogeneous workload in a lab environment. However, predicting VNF capacity which varies as dynamic workload in real-time is itself a challenging task.
2. How to train classifiers with imbalanced numbers of samples of the two classes? ENVI aims to avoid VNF
overload by effectively managing virtualized resources. As a result, we expect a significantly larger number of 0 labels than 1 labels, which naturally leads to imbalanced numbers of samples for online training.

3.3.3 Handling false negatives and false positives. Once scaling decisions are generated, we must validate them by checking for false negatives (FNs) and false positives (FPs). Only true negative (TN) and true positive (TP) decisions are enforced. More specifically, a false negative means that ENVI fails to scale a VNF when more resources are required, leading to SLO violations, whereas a false positive indicates unnecessarily aggressive upsampling decisions resulting in resource over-provisioning.

ENVI combines domain knowledge and user preferences to compose predefined policies for identifying inaccurate scaling decisions. To detect false positive decisions, ENVI allows users to define lower bounds for resource utilizations ($U_{FP}$). For instance, we may consider a scaling decision of 1 as false positive if both CPU and memory usages are lower than 30% for this sample (e.g., $U_{FP} = 30\%$). Compared to false positives, false negatives have worse consequences such as SLO violations. Due to VNF diversity, ENVI allows users apply domain knowledge and define their own policies to detect false negative scaling decisions. In our evaluation (§4), we use software failures and mismatch of input and output traffic to detect false negatives for IDS Suricata and caching proxy Squid. Service time is also a good indicator of SLO violation.

3.3.4 Window-based rewinding. Classifiers need to adapt to emerging workload patterns and incorrect online scaling decisions. As discussed above, due to the imbalanced samples of the two classes and the difficulty in computing the VNF capacity for labeling, we cannot simply update the classifiers with every collected sample. In addition, it is inefficient to update classifiers with accurate scaling decisions for a large number of VNF instances. Therefore, we introduce a window-based rewinding mechanism to select a number of historical samples as a training window, relabel them with balanced classes, and update classifiers with the relabeled samples during the online stage.

Online classifier training is activated when false positive and false negative decisions are observed. First, a training window of a fixed size $N_{win}$ ($N_{win} = 40$ slots by default) is created. For false positives, samples are sequentially inserted at the beginning of the first half of the training window with new labels of 0 and these false scaling decisions will not be enforced. When a false negative occurs, we first correct and enforce the scaling decision to positive. Then we add this sample to the end of the training window and mark the value of the KPI feature for this sample as $KPI_{max}$. We start to backtrace the previous samples and compare the value of the KPI feature $KPI_i$ with $KPI_{max}$. If $KPI_i \geq \alpha \cdot KPI_{max}$, then this sample is inserted in the second last slot in the training window with a new label of 1. $\alpha$ is the same parameter we used in offline stage. This backtracing process is paused if $KPI_i < \alpha \cdot KPI_{max}$ or $n_{pos} \geq \frac{N_{win}}{2}$, where $n_{pos}$ is the number of samples with positive labels in the training window. The training window contains $n_{pos} \in (0, \frac{N_{win}}{2}]$ samples with positive labels in the second half and possibly some samples with negative labels in the first half. Then we resume the backtracing to select the same number of samples, insert them in the first half of the training window starting from the $\frac{N_{win}}{2}$th slot in reverse order, and relabel them as 0.

Since we also add samples to the training window when false positives are detected, it is possible that i) $n_{neg} > n_{pos}$, where $n_{neg}$ is the number of samples with negative label, and ii) we may fail to add samples with negative labels during backtracing due to the existence of previously inserted samples. Considering the consequences of false negative and false positive scaling decisions, we view the correction of false negatives as higher priority. In other words, we pop out the existing samples with negative labels to guarantee the sample insertion during backtracing when slots in the first half of the training window are limited. In this case, $n_{neg}$ may be slightly larger than $n_{pos}$. After the training window is constructed, the classifier is repeatedly trained with the selected samples until a certain level of accuracy (e.g., 0.9) is reached in order to increase the weight of new samples. Another possible case is that the first half of the training window can be filled with samples detected as false positive before backtracing is activated, which means that the VNF is likely severely over-provisioned. If this happens, we update the classifier with the current training window. Essentially, the motivation behind window-based rewinding is to achieve consistent labeling and training of neural networks in both stages by approximating $KPI_{cap}$ with $KPI_{max}$.

Fig. 4 illustrates the mechanism via an example of running Squid at online stage. $vnf.request$ is selected as the KPI feature. We set 30% as the default threshold of resource utilization (i.e., $U_{FP} = 30\%$) to detect false positive decisions. Sample #1 is detected as a false positive decision, then ENVI creates an empty training window with 10 slots (e.g., $N_{win} = 10$) and inserts sample #1 in slot #1 in the window. ENVI continues to collect more samples until sample #12 is detected as a false negative decision due to software failure which activates the backtracing process. Samples #12, #11, #10, and #9 are inserted into slots #10, #9, #8, and #7, respectively, and relabeled as 1, since $KPI_i \geq \alpha \cdot KPI_{max} = 807$. ENVI resumes the backtracing and selects the next four samples from #8 to #5, adding them to slots #5 to #2 in the training window. Eventually, the training window with 9 samples is used to update the neural network.
3.3.5 Enforcing scaling decisions. In addition to the two types of scaling decisions (0 for “not scale” and 1 for “scale”) generated by neural networks, users may also want to reduce the amount of resources (scaling in/down) for VNFs if the workload is reduced, and SLO can be maintained with fewer resources. VNF downsizing depends on user preferences. For instance, users may choose to downscale a VNF if resource usage is below 30% instead of 50% to have less frequent deployment adjustments at the cost of higher resource over-provisioning. ENVI exposes an optional API for users to define downsizing policies based on resource usage thresholds (e.g., $U_{DS}$).

Eventually, scaling decisions are pushed to the controller or orchestrator of the NFV management system and translated to executable commands. Previous studies (e.g., [9]) have shown that scaling methods (up versus out and down versus in) may affect the overall VNF throughput. However, identifying the optimal scaling method for a given VNF is beyond the scope of this work. We offload the translation between scaling decisions and concrete commands with appropriate scaling methods to the underlying NFV management system.

The majority of the overhead incurred by ENVI comes from the data collection step performed offline. This can be incorporated into the software testing plan prior to production deployment of a VNF. During the online stage, we introduce the window-based rewinding mechanism to reduce the overhead caused by neural network update which is only activated when false decisions are detected. With the default settings (e.g., neural network size and training window size), it takes less than 5 seconds to update the neural network in our experiments.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate ENVI using two different VNFs: IDS Suriata (version 3.2.1) and HTTP caching proxy Squid (version 3.3.8). Our goal is to address three key questions:

1. How effective are initial neural networks with previously unseen workload traffic?
2. Does online updating of initial neural networks increase the accuracy of scaling decisions?
3. Do scaling decisions consistently translate to improved system performance?

4.1 Methodology

4.1.1 Workload Generation. To train initial neural networks in the offline stage, we conduct a series of experiments with different types of homogeneous workloads. Each type of workload is defined by a combination of elements depending on the target VNF, such as source/destination addresses/ports, packets size, network protocol, flow size, and VNF-specific options. For instance, one type of workload traffic we generated for the IDS Suricata is denoted by <address: (192.168.2.21:8000,192.168.2.31:8001), protocol:UDP,malicious_ratio:10>. Here, malicious_ratio is a VNF-specific option for an IDS. We add a rule to the Emerging Threats rules [39] that matches UDP packets with the keyword “malicious” in the payload to mimic malicious traffic. For Squid, HTTP response sizes are used as the VNF-specific option to denote different workload types. We collected training data with 10 different types of workload for both Suricata (0 ∼ 90% malicious traffic ratio) and Squid (10 ∼ 100 KB HTTP response sizes).

For a given type of workload traffic, we first gradually increase the workload rate until SLO violation occurs. The value of the KPI feature is recorded as the VNF capacity for this specific workload type. We continue to generate workload traffic with randomly selected rate values within a custom range of the capacity (e.g., $(0.6, 1.1) \times \text{capacity}$). We repeat this process for multiple types of workload traffic to generate offline data to train the initial neural network for each VNF.

Real-world network traffic is a mixture of different types of traffic generated by myriads of applications. Therefore, we also generate more complex workload traffic that mimics traffic captured from real networks. We extract the packet rate and flow rate information from a week-long network trace in Netflow format (collected on an access router connecting a university to its ISP [43]) and compress it to a 6-hour duration. To test IDS Suricata, we generate workload traffic that includes packet-level emulation of observed UDP traffic generated by hping3 [35] and flow-level emulation of observed TCP traffic generated by Harpoon [38]. For Squid, we generate HTTP workload using Web Polygraph [15] with HTTP request rates set to TCP flow rates extracted from the Netflow trace, and HTTP response sizes drawn from multiple statistical distributions.
4.1.2 Experimental Setup. ENVI is evaluated on a testbed of one Dell PowerEdge R430, two HP ProLiant DL120 G6 and one Gigabit Dell N2024 Switch and managed by the OpenStack Ocata release [29]. Details of the server configurations are shown in Table 2. Workload generation and VNF programs execute in dedicated VMs created and managed by OpenStack. We use the networking-sfc module of OpenStack to create MPLS tunnels on Open vSwitch and redirect workload traffic through VNF instances.

We tested ENVI with different values of parameters discussed in §3, such as 0.6 ~ 0.9 for \(\alpha\) and 20% ~ 50% for \(U_{FP}\) and \(U_{DS}\). Lower values of \(\alpha\) and \(U_{DS}\) indicate more aggressive upscaling decisions and more conservative downsampling decisions which lead to higher resource overprovisioning. We choose the following values for experiments in this section: \(\alpha = 0.8\), \(N_{win} = 40\), \(U_{FP} = 30\%\), and \(U_{DS} = 30\%\). \(vnf.decoder.pkts\) and \(vnf.request\) are selected as the KPI features for Suricata and Squid, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM/VM</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R430</td>
<td>2x Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL120</td>
<td>1x Intel Xeon X3430</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m1_small</td>
<td>1x vCPU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m1.medium</td>
<td>2x vCPU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m1.large</td>
<td>4x vCPU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3 Metrics. We use two categories of metrics to evaluate the offline and online stages of ENVI. To address the first two evaluation questions, we use a set of typical statistical metrics: 

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP_s + TN_s}{TP_s + TN_s + FP_s + FN_s}, \quad \text{precision} = \frac{TP_s}{TP_s + FP_s}, \quad \text{recall} = \frac{TP_s}{TP_s + FN_s}, \quad \text{Accuracy} \text{ indicates the overall correctness of both positive and negative decisions. Precision represents the probability that positive decisions are correct, while recall denotes the coverage of positive decision. For instance, precision of 1 means all positive decisions are correct, but there may be false negative decisions. Recall of 1 means all positive events (ground truth) are successfully captured as positive decisions, but the generated positive decisions may also contain false ones. In addition, we evaluate all the methods in terms of the Area under ROC curve (AUC). AUC is one of the most commonly used metrics to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms. To calculate the AUC values, we use the predictive outcome for each test example as a threshold for classification, and obtain the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). Connecting the (TPR, FPR) pairs for all the test examples, we obtain the ROC curve from which we calculate the AUC. Note that AUC measures the classification performance comprehensively, because it integrates the prediction accuracies with all possible thresholds.}

To understand the system performance impact of the scaling decisions generated by ENVI, we sum the number of VNF instances provisioned for each sample to estimate the resource utilization, and we compute the number of samples in which SLOs are violated to estimate the timeliness of scaling decisions. An optimal scaling method should minimize the number of SLO violations and the total number of instances. However, reducing service violations is typically of higher priority if both goals cannot be simultaneously satisfied.

4.2 Classification Algorithms

We first compare the performance of a neural network (NN) with other classification algorithms: decision tree (DT), random forest (RF) and logistic regression (LR). We also choose a threshold-based policy which makes upscaling decisions if resource utilization exceeds 80% as a baseline (BL).

We generated 10 data sets each of which represents a unique workload type for Squid and Suricata, then we train an initial neural network model on \(n\) data sets and test it on the remaining 10 \(-\ n\) data sets, where \(n = 1, 2, \cdots, 9\). For each \(n\), we enumerate all possible combinations of data sets and run 5-fold cross-validation on the selected data sets to avoid overfitting before testing on the remaining 10 \(-\ n\) workload types.

Fig. 5 compares the performance of different classification algorithms and the baseline. For Suricata, the neural network yields slightly better results than other classification algorithms (e.g., up to 8% in accuracy). However, for Squid, the neural network significantly outperforms other classification algorithms by up to 19% in accuracy. This is because Suricata is a simple VNF that captures packets and generates alerts based on predefined rule sets, while Squid is a more complex VNF that is capable of maintaining HTTP connections with clients and servers, caching repeated HTTP requests, etc. Hence, the relationship between scaling decisions and the composite features that a classification algorithm needs to approximate for Squid is more complex, which is one of the advantages of neural networks. This is consistent with another observation that the static baseline policy performs better for Suricata than Squid (72% vs. 43% in accuracy). A single resource utilization threshold fails to make accurate scaling decisions for different types of workload in the case of Squid.

Our earlier work [10] also compared the performance of classification algorithms using infrastructure-level features, VNF-level features, and composite feature sets. VNF-level features yield better results for complex VNFs, while composite feature sets always outperform the other two feature sets. Hence, we only use composite feature sets in this paper.
4.3 Online Updating

Fig. 6 shows results with the neural network using training data comprised of different numbers of workload types. For both Suricata and Squid, the performance of neural networks improves as additional workload types are covered during the offline stage. However, it is not practical or efficient to exhaustively test all possible workload types for a given VNF. Therefore, we evaluate how the ENVI online updating mechanism improves the performance of initial neural networks. We first train an initial neural network using one of the ten data sets we collected for Suricata and Squid during the offline stage. Then we emulate the online operation process by sequentially feeding samples from the remaining nine data sets, and we incrementally update the initial neural network using the online updating mechanism discussed in §3.3.2.

As shown in Fig. 7, the values of statistical metrics improve and stabilize as more samples are collected to update the initial neural networks for both Suricata and Squid. Interestingly, as we train with more samples, the performance fluctuation of neural networks caused by new workload types/patterns shrinks. Hence, the neural network becomes more stable and robust with online updating. Note that the statistical metrics in Fig. 7 are computed based on the original decisions produced by neural networks (without the false decision correction described in §3.3.3, which we incorporate in the remainder of this section).

4.4 System Performance

In this section, we address the third evaluation question to understand the performance impact of ENVI scaling decisions during the online stage. We integrate ENVI with an NFV orchestrator to evaluate Suricata and Squid. ENVI makes “not scale” (0) and “scale” (1) decisions and a “scale” decision is interpreted as scaling out the current VNF deployment by one additional small instance. However, applying only these two types of scaling decisions leads to a monotonically increasing number of VNF instances. Hence, we introduce a heuristic downscaling policy in the orchestrator that reduces the number of instances by 1 if the average resource utilization is less than 30% and the corrected scaling decision given by ENVI is “not scale.”

We compare ENVI with baseline threshold-based upscaling policies using different resource utilization threshold values (50% ~ 90%). The optimal threshold for the baseline method uses the smallest number of instances while
incurring zero SLO violations. We first compare the performance of ENVI and baseline method using multiple homogeneous workloads, then we evolve the traffic patterns by injecting temporal statistical variations. For instance, one workload generated for Squid may include HTTP response size $\sim N(10 \text{ KB}, 2 \text{ KB})$ for sample 0 to sample 30, HTTP response size $\sim N(80 \text{ KB}, 16 \text{ KB})$ for sample 31 to sample 50, HTTP response size $\sim N(30 \text{ KB}, 6 \text{ KB})$ for sample 51 to sample 60, and so on. This models changing traffic patterns, e.g., the increasing sizes of web pages over the past decade [2]. The hybrid workload for Squid consists of varying malicious traffic fractions (0% $\sim$ 90%) over time.

**Homogeneous workloads.** Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) compare the number of SLO violations and the total number of instances in Squid experiments for a selected group of workload types. Each column represents a certain workload type, while each row indicates a scaling method. We focus on identifying the optimal scaling method for each workload type instead of comparing various scaling methods across workload types. For a given workload type, reducing the threshold value of resource utilization in the baseline method reduces the number of SLO violations (denoted by the lighter color), while increasing the total number of instances (denoted by the darker color). For Squid, we found that (i) we can find an optimal resource utilization threshold for baseline method with homogeneous workload, and (ii) the optimal threshold varies for different homogeneous workload types. For instance, with 10 KB HTTP response size, 90% resource utilization (U90) is the optimal baseline method with zero violations and 560 total instances while 50% resource utilization (U50) becomes the optimal threshold that uses 410 total instances without any violations. With neural networks, ENVI is able to automatically generate accurate scaling decisions for all workload types while avoiding SLO violations or using too many instances. In the case of Suricata, different workload types yield distinct capacity values (packets/second), but resource utilization at capacity points are consistent. As shown in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d), a static threshold of 70% $\sim$ 80% resource usage (U70 or U80) performs well for all tested workload types.

**Hybrid workload.** Table 3 shows the SLO violations and number of instances using hybrid workload for Suricata and Squid. As the hybrid workload combines all workload types in a single experiment, the only way to minimize SLO violations for baseline method is to use the smallest optimal threshold shown in Fig. 8(a) (U50) and Fig. 8(c) (U70). However, compared to ENVI, using U50 for Squid significantly overprovisions resources for some samples (e.g., samples with smaller HTTP response sizes), leading to 26% more instances and much lower average CPU utilization (39% vs. 48%). For Suricata, U70 and ENVI yield similar results in terms of SLO violations and number of instances provisioned due to consistent resource utilization at VNF capacities. Fig. 9 shows how the number of instances tracks the variation of offered workload. We compare the two cases: when we execute the upscaling decisions generated by ENVI, versus the optimal baseline scaling policy. Downscaling decisions use the rule-based policy. ENVI appears to track the workload changes more closely.

To conclude, we find that it is feasible to compose a static threshold-based scaling policy for certain VNFs through exhaustive search if the workload type is fixed and known. In contrast, ENVI can automatically take appropriate scaling decisions with changing workloads, avoiding the extensive effort to continuously search for the optimal threshold.

5 DISCUSSION

**Offline training data generation.** ENVI uses offline experiments as training data to construct initial neural networks. Although the performance of initial neural networks can be improved during online updating, we suggest conducting offline experiments to cover as many workload types as possible. The motivation for using fixed workloads during the offline stage is to yield a steady VNF capacity in order to
Table 3: System evaluation using hybrid workload for Suricata and Squid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suricata</th>
<th>Squid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violations</td>
<td>Instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U80</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

label the training data. In practice, this may also be achieved by heterogeneous workloads as long as the workload composition is fixed. For instance, users may generate HTTP workloads with 50% 10 KB response size and 50% 100 KB response size for Squid during training. Our experience has been that using homogeneous workloads can simplify and speed up the offline training data generation process.

**Choice of classification algorithms.** We choose a fully connected small-scale neural network as the classifier for ENVI. Our evaluation (§4.2) shows that the neural network outperforms other classification models such decision tree, random forest and logistic regression. However, tuning a neural network with the right set of features/parameters is a challenging task. Creating a deep neural network may not necessarily improve the performance depending on the problem itself, and it usually requires extensive training. Since the composite feature data we collect for VNFs is a typical time series, it may be possible to exploit the temporal correlation among consecutive samples via more complex algorithms (e.g., long short-term memory (LSTM)) for making more accurate scaling decisions. ENVI intentionally decouples scaling decision generation and execution to be compatible with existing NFV management systems. Another option is to model our problem as a decision under uncertainty problem that combines the two processes of decision generation and execution, and to leverage a reinforcement learning framework.

**Feature scaling.** Our experience shows that standardization performs best among feature scaling methods (e.g., normalization, min-max and unit length scaling). In the ENVI prototype, we implemented a standardization scaler for each input feature in a neural network and we update the scalers
during the online stage. Intuitively, it would seem that creating multiple standardization scalers for each feature would work better, since workload changes may shift the center of scalers which can be significant if the workload changes drastically. Creating new scalers allows the neural network to track changes faster than updating the original scaler. We implemented this multi-scaler idea using a Dirichlet process. Interestingly, we did not observe a performance boost in our evaluation, compared to the simpler single-scaler idea. One possible explanation is that the traces we use to generate online workloads do not contain significant changes; hence multi-scaler is unnecessary in that case.

**Scaling decision validation.** During the online stage, ENVI validates scaling decisions before pushing them to the orchestrator for execution. False negative decisions are detected based on service quality violations while static rule-based policies (e.g., resource utilization thresholds) are used to detect false positive decisions. Another approach we are planning to investigate is to apply statistical hypothesis testing to validate the correctness of a positive decision by leveraging the distribution of the latest resource utilization. Compared to static policies, this approach allows us to take the dynamics of workload and VNF status into consideration.

### 6 RELATED WORK

Previous work, e.g., [12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 37, 42], considered VNF resource allocation together with VNF placement, and modeled them as an optimization problem (e.g., Integer Linear Programming (ILP)) that minimizes the total number of VNF instances, communication cost, or deployment cost under constraints of network traffic and physical network topology. This line of work assumes VNF capacities are known and static, ignoring performance characterization challenges. The work does not consider the impact of dynamic network traffic on different types of VNFs.

Stratos [18] and E2 [31] propose comprehensive NFV orchestration frameworks which manage VNF instances and distribute flows efficiently. However, E2 [31] relies on the VNF developer to give the overload indicator for scaling a VNF with more instances. The resource provisioning strategy in Stratos [18] bears some similarity to our approach. However, Stratos monitors OS-level statistics only and does not specify how they are used to detect overload. Woo et al. [44] propose to elastically scale network functions without compromising performance by organizing VNF state as a distributed shared object for stateful VNFs. ResQ [40] tackles the the high variability and unpredictability in throughput and latency for consolidated network functions by applying processor cache isolation to enforce performance service level objectives.

Resource allocation has also been studied in the context of cloud computing. In the public cloud, neither the provider nor the user is willing to share information, which hinders making efficient resource allocation decisions. In addition, the chaining requirements in NFV introduces special constraints. Most cloud platforms and third-party developers simply provide policy-based interfaces (e.g., OpenStack Heat [30], Amazon AWS AutoScaling [1], Google Compute Engine AutoScaler [13] and RightScale [34]) to users to scale their application by monitoring basic infrastructure-level information. Some research work (e.g., [21], [36] and [41]) assumes certain workload patterns exist, and identifies and stores resource assignment solutions for future use.


### 7 CONCLUSIONS

An effective resource flexing system is important to take full advantage of the flexibility and scalability of network functions virtualization. Dynamic workload and complex VNF processing logic make timely resource flexing a challenging task. This paper presents ENVI, a modular component that works with existing NFV management systems, to make scaling decisions while balancing timeliness and resource efficiency. ENVI models VNF resource flexing as a classification problem and leverages a neural network to generate scaling decisions, using both infrastructure-level and VNF-level information as input features. Evaluation of IDS Suricata and HTTP caching proxy Squid shows that, compared to rule-based policies, ENVI can automatically scale complex VNFs to avoid overload for varying workloads while achieving good resource utilization.
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